Greatest Of All Time: A Tribute To Muhammad Ali
Synopsis

Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee The epic Muhammad Ali tribute GOAT in a bantamweight edition âœAn amazing book...all the iconic photographs that people took of The Champ.â • â“Barack Obama GREATEST OF ALL TIME: A TRIBUTE TO MUHAMMAD ALI is a book with the power, courage, depth, creativity, and dazzling energy of its extraordinary subject. Slimmed down from the heavyweight Collectorâ™s Edition, this bantamweight edition is smaller in size, but pulls no punches on its expertise, passion, and insight on The Champ. With thousands of images, including photography, art, and memorabilia and two gatefold sequences, the book pays vivid tribute to The Greatest both in and outside of the ring. Original essays and five decades™ worth of interviews and writing explore the courage, convictions, and extraordinary image-building that made Ali one of the most recognizable and inspirational individuals on the planet, an icon not only as an extraordinary athlete, but also as an impassioned advocate of social justice, interfaith understanding, and peace.
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Customer Reviews

128 pages from the original are missing. Why? 95% of all people, if not more, will only afford to own this edition. This is the first let-down of their downsized books. For shame, Taschen!

Astounding from front to back; I own a lot of Ali-related media & this is the most impressive piece in my collection now. Gigantic, oversized, unwieldly...just like the man and his career. Outstanding work, Taschen. It’s the 3rd book I’ve gotten from them (one on Michael Mann and another on
Kubrick). SUPERB. A must-buy if you're a fan of the Greatest Of All Time.

Couldn't believe how comprehensive, beautiful, and heavy this tome is! Well worth the steep price for what you get! And the extra shipped cost got it to me right away; I could not be more pleased with this Christmas present to me!

I have the promo copy of the GOAT and have unrolled it many times out of the tube for friends. They were totally amazed since none of us could afford the 75 pound mammoth book. This book carries weight. The beauty of having the book in a smaller edition is just fine. I am happy to have the GOAT. The book is brand new and I appreciate the seller for the expedient shipping.

In honor of Muhammad Ali I felt like it was time to finally do a review of A Tribute to Muhammad Ali: Greatest Of All Time. This book is packed with information on all aspects of Muhammad Ali’s life (boxing and personal) and gives you a very in depth view look at him and you see it was more to him than being a witty loud mouth boxer. I have owned this book for over a year and I’m still slowly working my way through it. I highly recommend this book if you are a boxing or Muhammad Ali fan or you just appreciate the man he was. No other book on him even comes close. Check out my video review on [...] 

Taschen does it again. A beautiful book. Large but manageable; awesome photos! A slightly smaller version than the 20” x 20” book. Comes with carrying case w/ handle. Very cool... A Must for all Aliologists.

My husband received this book for Christmas, all of the guys were envious and could not put it down! Book arrived on time and was as described in the sellers ad. Will not hesitate to purchase from this seller again.

Bigger than life itself, Muhammad Ali, boxing legend, if you are here, you already know who he is. Quite simply this is the greatest book ever about Muhammad Ali. Simply spectacular.
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